To save orcas, task force urges partial ban on whale watching

INCREASING SPILL AT COLUMBIA, SNAKE RIVER DAMS SUGGESTED

N. California air quality now among world’s worst

CHOKING WILDFIRE SMOKE

Short-term exposure can lead to permanent illness

In addition, schools are encouraged to offer supportive measures to accusers where necessary and to accommodate them if they need it. The proposal requires schools to adopt a no-contact order or new accommodations such as a schedule change, a no-contact policy or other reasonable accommodations for students.

Under the proposal, fewer allegations would be considered sexual harassment and schools would be responsible only for investigating incidents that are part of campus life. Some provisions could also be subject to review by the Education Department, including if instead it offers accusers the right to cross-examination.

A southern resident area from J pod breaches Vashon Island on Thursday. Both J and K pods have been seen hunting and lapping all over Puget Sound the past two weeks, delighting whale watchers and ferry riders. The killer whales are following chum-salmon runs.
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